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Boxcryptor alternative linux

Home Software Desktop Software Security Boxcryptor Missing software from the list? We are always happy if you help us make our site even better. Youtube Video: BoxCryptor, TrueCrypt, LastPass ... My god! BoxCryptor, TrueCrypt and LastPass have all had problems appearing in recent weeks. I will review what it is, if there is to panic, and how impatient I am. Video with transcription and moderate...
Warning: This video was not made by us, but we found it quite interesting to integrate it here. This page was composed by Alternative.me and published by Alternative.me. It was premiered at 2018-04-27 21:37:01 and last published by Alternative.me at 2020-03-06 07:50:10. This page has been viewed 15893 times. Do you like this article on Boxcryptor? Please write it down! 8 out of 10 liked this article.
This equates to a star rating of 4.00/5. Suggest an alternative to Boxcryptor - suggestSubmitSuccess - You can only snuggle up the alternatives that are already published on our platform. If you would like to submit software or an application, please visit your account page to submit software. Please start typing the name of the software you want to suggest as an alternative to Boxcryptor in the area above.
Suggest 'suggestedAlternatives.length' Alternative(s) Welcome! New users Please read this first, and don't forget to add system and hardware information to messages! Here are the Forum's rules Current Releases --MX-19.3 Release Info Here --Migration Information to MX-19.3 Here --antiX-19.3 (Manolis Glezos) publish information here Important Information -- Spectre and Meltdown Vulnerabilities News
-- Linux MX on social networks: here Post Reply 4 posts - Page 1 of 1 waldmattis Posts: 159 Joined: Sat May 28, 2016 6:17 pm #1 Post by waldmattis Wed Mar 21, 2018 01:19 Hello. Today I tried to use with MX-17.1 the Cryptomator Free client-side encryption programm for your cloud files. Open source software: No backdoors, no recordings. It's like Boxcryptor, but opensource. With a fresh MX-17.1, I
could install it, but it doesn't recognize the size of the partition, says its error message. Then I tested with MX-16.1 and everything works fine. Hm? And it works great with the latest versions of Xubuntu, Pearl Linux and Zorin Does anyone know a way around or a similar opensource program, which encrypts data on the local computer before sending it to the cloud? Karl Last Looks published by waldmattis
on March 21, 2018 at 8:55 a.m., published twice in total. Waldmattis Messages: 159 Joint: Sat 28 May 2016 18:17 #3 Post by waldmattis Wed Mar 21, 2018 8:46 am @xali thank you for your advice. Unfortunately, they don't give an alternative for Linux. Meanwhile, I tested with and everything works very well. Hm? Karl Agrendel Views Messages: 18 Joint: Ven May 18, 2018 3:23 pm #4 Post by agrendel Fri
May 18, 2018 15:48 A recent security tool specially designed to encrypt files stored on a cloud is CryFS. This is an improved version of encFS that I used to have for encryption, but apparently has been shown to have some Using two separate directories - one the basic directory and the second the encrypted version means that its encryption algorithm works automatically as soon as you move files or an
entire directory structure into the basic directory that is outside the one shared on the cloud. There is a very clear tutorial showing how to configure the tool, which must be followed with care. And you can also make the original files invisible by fusermount to disassemble the source directory. Encrypted files are always on the shared cloud directory and can be accessed from another computer provided you
have CryFS installed on it and on editing, you give the right password. Check out their website and how to use it to install it easily. . I hope it helps. Cheers, agrendel BTW the MX package manager can be used to install it. MX 17.1_x64 Horizon: Thinkpad X220, Core i5-2540M, 8GB ram Kernel 4.15.0-1-amd64 Cryptomator is a German encryption solution launched in 2016 by the start-up Skymatic GmbH.
Boxcryptor (exists since 2011) and Cryptomator are currently the most popular encryption solutions for cloud storage for private users. We give an overview of what exactly the solution is and what similarities and differences there are at Boxcryptor.Cryptomator and Boxcryptor in quick comparisonThe essential benefits of Boxcryptor and Cryptomator are quickly brought to the fore and can help you decide
which solution suits you best. Cryptomator is Open Source, which for some people is a relevant decision criterion. Boxcryptor is the most mature solution, which is longer on the market, contains more features and is in some ways easier to use. Boxcryptor supports more cloud providers. Boxcryptor is ready for enterprise use. How Cryptomator worksIf you use Cryptomator, you can create safes hosted on a
virtual drive. The data stored in the vault is then encrypted. The user can specify the location of the vault, such as a cloud provider. Since version 1.5.0, released in April 2020, some vaults can be locked and unlocked - not all vaults lock or unlock at the same time. As with Boxcryptor, all files are encrypted individually. So if a file is changed, not all of the content needs to be re-encrypted and synchronized -
as with many other encryption tools - but only the file that has changed. Encryption and password protection in CryptomatorIn Cryptomator files are encrypted with AES with a 256-bit touch length. According to the website, the password is protected by the crypt - a password-based key bypass - and path structures are hidden. A brief technical overview can be found on the docs.cryptomator help pages.
However, this is probably not comprehensible to all users without the knowledge of IT, as it is written at a high technical level. Boxcryptor encrypts files with AES and RSA encryption. The user's password is hashed several times on the user's device and is set differently to get a hash and a password key. The password hash is transmitted, hashed a second time on Boxcryptor servers, and the result is
stored. This way, the password stays exclusively on the user's device and we at Boxcryptor itself cannot access your password and therefore cannot access your cloud content. For this reason, Boxcryptor is - like Cryptomator - a zero-knowledge provider. You can read all the details and information about how exactly file encryption works in the technical overview of Boxcryptor.Info: The term zero
knowledge in the context of data encryption was first coined by Edward Snowden. It describes a cloud storage or cloud encryption solution where the solution provider itself does not have access to users' passwords and content. This means that the provider has no knowledge - no knowledge - and that users' own data remains entirely private. Cryptomator and Boxcryptor in comparisonIn this chapter, we
compare relevant criteria such as supported platforms, the functionality of the respective mobile applications, as well as relevant general features such as file sharing. Depending on what is important for your particular use case and configuration, you will be able to choose the solution that suits you. Cloud ProvidersCryptomator: Dropbox, OneDrive, Google Drive and WebDAV based on cloudBoxcryptor
storages: Dropbox, OneDrive, Google Drive, WebDAV-based cloud storage and more than 30 other cloud providers in total, such as iCloud and SharePointSupported platformsCryptomator: Windows, macOS, iOS, Android, LinuxBoxcryptor: Windows, macOS, iOS, Android, (Linux with Portable Boxcryptor and limited functionality)File sharingIn Cryptomator you can share files and folders with other
cryptomator users by giving them access to your Vault sharing your password). The Vault should not be open to two people at the same time. In Boxcryptor, on the other hand, users can share individual files securely and specifically via the email address, just like Dropbox and common cloud providers. There is no need to give other users access to Boxcryptor and share your password. Sharing files with
people who don't use Cryptomator is not possible with Cryptomator. This was also not possible in Boxcryptor until 2016, until we developed Whisply for this purpose. Whisply is an end-to-end encrypted file transfer service that can be used in the browser, but is also built into Boxcryptor. It allows you to share files with non-Boxcryptor users directly to Boxcryptor reader. AccountCryptomator works without an
account, but with Boxcryptor, it is necessary to create an account. The reason is that Boxcryptor offers the ability to share individual files and folders via the email address. To share files with other users, we need to encrypt the file key with the other user's public key. The Boxcryptor server is primarily a central location where these public keys are stored. By signing up for Boxcryptor, you'll save your so that
other users can retrieve it from there. The main difference between Boxcryptor and Cryptomator in this regard is that Cryptomator does not require or offer account creation. However, Cryptomator does not allow targeted (secure) and easy file sharing. SecurityBoxcryptor Additional Account offers 2-factor authentication (2FA) with authentication applications (TOTP) across all platforms. Security keys with
WebAuthN (e.g. YubiKeys) are currently supported on Windows and macOS.Cryptomator currently does not offer 2-factor authentication. Price modelThe pricing model at Cryptomator for desktop versions is on a donation basis. On the site 0-25 are suggested and a higher amount can be entered. For applications for mobile versions, a single fixed price is due, i.e. 9.99 euros each, for iOS or Android. Since
the Cryptomator 1.5.0 update, a dark fashion feature is available. However, only users who have made a donation will receive it. The free version does not include dark mode. Boxcryptor on the other hand has a freemium pricing model. On the one hand, the software can be used for free on all platforms. In the free version, you can integrate cloud storage and use it on two devices. The most important
security features are included in the basic version. Example: Dropbox encryption with Boxcryptor and its access to Windows and Android are free. In addition to the free version, there are different subscriptions for different purposes. The full version for private use costs 36 euros per year or 27 euros per year for a 3-year subscription. With the subscription, as many cloud providers as you like can be
integrated and an unlimited number of devices can be used. File name encryption is also added as an additional feature. There is a 25% discount for students. The Business version for the self-employed costs 72 euros with annual payment and 54 euros per year with a 3-year subscription. Depending on your use case, either version is cheaper. Boxcryptor can be used entirely for free if a single cloud
storage is used on two devices - even with mobile apps. Cryptomator can be used for free on the desktop, with mobile versions a single payment is always due. But the loyalty of our customers shows us that price is not the only criterion for decision. Confidence - How can we build trust in our solutions? Cryptomator is open source software, which means that the code is accessible and freely accessible to
all. The obvious advantage of this is that it is more difficult for the supplier to build in the backdoors, because the community could discover them - The code is actually checked regularly and carefully. Boxcryptor is proprietary, which means that the code cannot be seen by the public. Instead, Boxcryptor focuses on transparent and understandable communication in the technical overview. As a result, the
way Boxcryptor works is accessible to the public and can be verified for safety by experts. In addition, the software has been tested in a spring 2020. The audit was conducted by the well-known security company Kudelski Security. In addition, the basic encryption code can be considered a minimal implementation and tested on Boxcryptor files. Languages availableCryptomator: English, German, Dutch,
Russian, ChineseBoxcryptor: English, German, French, Italian, Spanish, RussianThe characteristics of mobile applications in comparisonThe functionality of mobile encryption applications is similar for Cryptomator and Boxcryptor. While Cryptomator relies on donations for desktop applications, the mobile app, however, requires an immediate payment of €9.99. The Boxcryptor app itself is completely free
and can be used with the free license, also for testing purposes, in the feature mentioned. In addition, single user and team licenses with costs can be used with the same application. Because Cryptomator doesn't offer a free trial version of mobile apps, it's worth looking at the features offered in the app in advance. Here you can see the features available in direct comparison. Cloud encryption for teams
and businessesWith Cryptomator Server, Cryptomator offers companies the ability to encrypt their own servers with Cryptomator. Features available include user rights management, audit logs and encrypted cloud backups. Workspaces can be set up that correspond to the functional scope of Cryptomator safes, but for which access rights can be assigned to individual users. In short: Your own servers
can be secured with Cryptomator and connected to a cloud backup. However, secure collaboration in the cloud does not seem possible. Boxcryptor, on the other hand, is suitable for encrypting enterprise data of any kind and for secure work and collaboration in the cloud because of its many collaboration and management features. Among other things, user management is simplified by active directory
support, simple registration, account capture and group features that can be managed in the admin interface. Audit functions, customizable strategies, 2FA and the master key ensure total control of the company's data. Boxcryptor can therefore be used in any field, whether private or corporate, without any major problems or obstacles. Conclusion Encryption solutions are similar, but there are small and
relevant differences. For a person, it may be more important for them to use an open source solution. For others, it is more important that files can also be shared with people who do not use the encryption or that certain features are available. One person enjoys working in the vault, the other gets along better with the Boxcryptor virtual player. One person wants to be able to take pictures in the encrypted
application, the next one doesn't care so much. We hope this article could help you decide between Cryptomator and Boxcryptor. Boxcryptor. Boxcryptor.
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